Supplementary Information
Supporting Material 1 - Water conditions and gas mixing:
Ambient air was collected via aquarium pumps and passed through soda-lime columns
to remove CO2. To reach hypoxic conditions, using mass-flow controllers (Aalborg
GFC17; L min-1) nitrogen was added to the CO2 stripped air, mixed in marblecontainers, maintaining the dissolved oxygen (DO) between 2.0 - 3.5 mg L-1, which was
chosen to represent sublethal O2 concentrations (Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2008). The
O2 concentration in the Control and Acidification treatment corresponded to
atmospheric equilibrium of 6 - 8 mg L-1 at the experimental temperature (24°C). After
that, a precise volume of CO2 was added to the CO2-free air/nitrogen mix using massflow controllers (Aalborg GFC17; mL min-1) to achieve pCO2 concentrations of 380
ppm (Control, Hypoxia) and 1000 ppm (Acidification and Combined). These values
correspond to the annual average atmospheric pCO2 level of 2005 (Lüthi et al., 2008;
IPCC, 2014) and to the projected level for 2100 (Canadell et al., 2009; IPCC, 2014),
respectively. For a homogeneous mixing, the gases were led through container filled
with marbles and added to the aquaria via bubble curtains. Aquaria were pre-bubbled
overnight prior to the experiment, to reach the target conditions.
Oxygen concentration of the water was measured daily using oxygen electrodes
(Consort, SZ11T) and with the Winkler method on the first and last day of the
experiment (after Dickson, 1996, using a Metrohm Titrando 808). pHNBS of the culture
water was measured daily using pHNBS electrodes (Consort datalogger D130 and pH
electrodes from Metrohm and Hanna Instruments). Additionally, pHTOT was measured
at 25ºC on the first and last day of the experiment with the spectrophotometrically
method using the indicator dye m-cresol purple (total scale, Dickson, 2009). Values in
the TOT-scale were converted to the NBS-scale and 24°C, using CO2SYS (Pierrot et al.
(2006), using K1 and K2 constants (Mehrbach et al., 1973); refit by Dickson and
Millero (1987), and KHSO4 dissociation constant (Dickson, 1990)). Punctual samples of
alkalinity (60 mL) were taken on the first and last day of the experiment. The samples
for alkalinity measurements were fixed with 20 mL HgCl2 and measured within 3
months (using the Metrohm Titrando 808 after SOP3b (Dickson et al., 2007)). pHNBS,
temperature, alkalinity and salinity values were used to calculate pCO2 using CO2SYS
CO2SYS (Pierrot et al., 2006), with K1 and K2 constants from Mehrbach et al. (1973),
as revised by Dickson and Millero (1987), and the KHSO4 constant from Dickson
(1990).
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